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Abstract 
 

The Cloud computing is unavoidable significant development in the last 

decade. The demand for storage-service of the cloud is increasing every year. 

The stored objects in the cloud have to replicate to increase the availability of 

data. It demands a high availability of storage. All the stored object in the 

cloud is not necessary to be available always for the application. Only 15-

20% of stored objects are required for the access of the current application. 

The stored data which are not needed for the application for a long time can 

be archived as back end data storage, so that the cost of cloud storage can be 

reduced. The Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization algorithm for cloud 

storage optimization has been proposed by formulating a weight vector “w” 

empirically. The weight vector has consisted of multi dimensions factors 

which affect the performance of clouds storage. The proposed algorithm was 

simulated in the CloudSim simulator under the various simulations scenarios. 

The results were evaluated through performance metrics of Hit Rate and 

Average Execution Time. The algorithm yielded Hit Rate is 89.6% and 

Execution Time is 11,630 ms.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The usage of cloud in internet became common to all business areas. The 

demand for storage space is gradually increasing day by day. Nowadays, the 

no. of digital storage applications is rapidly increasing. The usage of cloud in 

internet became common to all business areas and information can be shared 

through cloud environment easily[1]. The storage is distributed across 

several data servers in the cloud environment. All cloud providers offers “On 

demand services model” that any real time application can demand additional 

services such as storage space dynamically. The recent development in cloud 

storage causes heavy demand for cloud storage and the prediction says 100% 

increase in demand for cloud storage in 2025 [3]. All the stored object in the 

cloud storage are made available to the users through the internet. The stored 

object in the cloud should be available to users as and when they demanded. 

On the other hand, there are significant amount of data which are never 

accessed by the users over the period of time, however, those data are stored 

in the cloud storage [2,3]. The users unaware about such stored object or 

have a replica of such a stored object in many places, such stored objects 

occupies the storage space unnecessarily. The unnecessary stored objects can 

be moved to the archive space [4].  

 

2 Related Work  
 

All the stored object in the cloud storage are made available to the users 

through the internet. The stored object in the cloud should be available to 

users as and when they demanded. The users execute a job to perform the 

defined function; the defined function may require accessing the stored 

object in the cloud [3,4]. On the other hand, there are significant amount of 

data which are never accessed by the users over the period of time, however, 

those data are stored in the cloud storage. The users unaware about such 

stored object or have a replica of such a stored object in many places, such 

stored objects occupies the storage space unnecessarily. The unnecessary 

stored objects can be moved to the archive space. When the application is 

being executed, it demands the cloud storage to provide the required data for 

processing. It is not necessary to kept ready all the data for immediate 

accessing of the applications [2]. All the stored object in the cloud is not 

necessary to be available always for the application. Only 15-20% of stored 

objects are required for the access of the current application [5]. The stored 

data which are not needed for the application for a long time can be archived 

as back end data storage, so that the cost of cloud storage can be reduced. 

The AWS S3 Intelligent-Tiering (AWS-S3-IT) provides the ability to 

identify the stored objects into two access tiers: the one is for frequent access 

and another for infrequent access. 

A new “online-algorithm” has been designed by [8]. They have used 

transferring policy to identify the stored objects which are to be archived.  
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They have experimented in a two tier storage services. They have obtained 

the reduction in the cost of saving storage objects. They have not used past or 

future history of the access. An online based stored object placement 

algorithm has been designed by [11-15] to address the cost optimization. The 

algorithm has optimized the stored objects and reduced the movement of 

stored objects. The MECDC algorithm is presented by [3]. The algorithm 

was used to mange the power supply for the cloud servers. They have 

experimented with the Cloud Data Center (CDC) and they have achieved 

5.3% of cost reduction. The two storage strategies had been used in their 

experiments. They also obtained the reduction in on monetary cost and hence 

the performance has been improved. The [5] had proposed an algorithm to 

optimize the cost of operational. They have experimented with hybrid clouds. 

They have obtained a 13.6% reduction in response time. The Cosplay 

algorithm is designed by [16] to minimize the cost of storage. The quality 

based approach has been experimented [6-7]. They have achieved 27% of 

optimization in stored object preservation for the near future. They obtained 

optimized replica replacement.  

The cloud storage optimization is based on the multiple parameters 

includes frequency of access, least recently accessed, no. of time accessed 

and size of the stored objects and the cost of movement of the stored object. 

Hence, it is a dire need for the cloud storage to have an algorithm for 

optimizing the cloud storage for the efficient storage of data object.  Hence, 

the presented work has been designed, developed and experimented to 

address the identified lacuna 

 

3 Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization 

 

 All the stored object in the cloud is not necessary to be available always 

for the application. Only 15-20% of stored objects are required for the access 

of the current application [9,10]. The stored data which are not needed for the 

application for a long time can be archived as back end data storage, so that 

the cost of cloud storage can be reduced [4,22]. The cloud storage 

optimization is based on the multiple parameters includes frequency of 

access, least recently accessed, no. of time accessed and size of the stored 

objects and the cost of movement of the stored object. The performance of 

the cloud storage can be achieved through optimizing the storage of stored 

objects [17,18]. In cloud storage environment, stored object data is classified 

as;  

 Frequently Accessed and  

 Infrequently Accessed.  

The frequently accessed group contains the stored object which had 

frequently accessed by the given job; the infrequently accessed group contains 

the stored object which had rarely accessed by the given job [19,22].  

The presented Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization (WiBaC) 

algorithm had quantitate the importance of stored object by using the various 

parameters includes the number of times of access of the stored object, 

frequency of the access of the stored object, last time that the stored object in  
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cloud storage was requested and the cost of movement of the stored object. 

The important factors have indicated the chance of future request of the stored 

object in the cloud storage. The size of stored object is also an important 

factor as it plays a major role on movement between infrequent to frequent 

tiers of the cloud storage. 
   

Table 1 Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization 

 

Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization 

 

For each stored object in the cloud storage, 

 

1. The importance-value, IV(SOi) of Stored Object, SOi is 

computed as IV(SOi) gives the importance value of SOi, as 

     (   )   (     )  √ (             )

 √∑  (       )
 

   

   

 

where R0 is a ideal vector, R0 = (1,1,1,1), and W = {0.3, 0.5, 

0.1, 0.1}. Stored Object vector RI has been defined as   RI = { 

NR(SOi), FR(SOi), LAT(SOi), CM(SOi) }. 

Here 

NR(SOi)  -  Number of Requests (NR) of the Stored Object 

(SOi) 

FR(SOi) -  Frequency of Requests (FR) of the Stored Object 

(SOi) 

LAT(SOi) -  Least Access Time (LAT) of the Stored Object 

(SOi) 

CM(SOi) -  Cost of Movement (CM) of the Stored Object 

(SOi) for     Moving the Stored 

Object from Front_Line_Tier (FLT) to   

 Back_Line_Tier (BLT) or vice versa 

 

2. If Iv (SOi) < Iv(TH) than 

Move the SOi into the Back_Line_Tier (BLT) 

3. Else if Iv (SOi) >=  Iv(TH) than 

Move the SOi into the Front_Line_Tier (FLT) 

4. Repeat the step-1 for each Stored Object in the Cloud 

Storage 
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The weight vector, W (NRW, FRW, LATW, CMW) is obtained. The 

Importance Value is obtained by multiplying the Weight Vector with the 

values of the particular Stored Object (SO) as shown in Table-1. An example, 

if the given stored object, Soi, has got 7,000 requests in 180 days (NR), 80 

access in seven days (FR),  last access was 147 minutes ago (LAT) and the 

Size of the stored object was 21 GB, the Euclidian distance of the given SOi 

(7,000, 80, 147, 21) with the reference R0 (13,600, 300, 1440, 60) was 

computed as the Euclidian distance between the rubrics value of SOi ( 8, 8, 4, 

6) and R0 (10,10,10,10) as follows  

IV (SOi)  = 

√(    (    ) )   (    (    ) )   (    (    ) )   (    (    ) ) 

IV (SOi)  = √(    ( ) )   (    ( ) )   (    ( ) )   (    ( ) )  
IV (SOi)  = 8.4  

 

3.1 Experimental Setup 
 

The Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization has been simulated with 

four job scheduling and five file access pattern algorithms as shown in Table 

2.  
 

Table 2 Current Scenario of Experiments 

 

Job Scheduling 

Algorithms 

X 

File Access pattern 

algorithms 

Random Job Scheduling 

Sequential  

Random 

Queue Length 

Scheduling 
Unitary Random walk 

File Access Cost 

Scheduling 
Gaussian Random walk 

File Access Cost + Job 

Queue Access Cost 

Scheduling 

Random Zipf 

 

3.2  Evaluation Metrics 
 

The Evaluation metrics such as Hit Rate (HR), Mean Job Execution Time 

(MJET) are considered as evaluation metrics to measure the the performance 

of Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization algorithm as define as follows 
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4 Result and Discussion  
 

 The Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization has been simulated under 

the various job scheduling as shown in Table-2. The simulation Result 

on Hit Rate of WiBaC algorithm under various file access patterns is shown 

in Figure-1. 

 
 

Figure 1 Per cent Hit Rate 

 

The WiBaC algorithm has yielded the better Hit Rate as 89.6% in 

Random Job Scheduling and Sequential File Access as the most of the stored 

objects are moved in the appropriate tiers based on the importance value of 

the stored object. However, it yielded a low Hit Rate as 79.4% for Random 

Unitary file access pattern with File + Job Queue job scheduling as shown in 

Figure-1. The average Hit Rate of the proposed algorithm is 84.35%.  The 

standard deviation of the performance for the various scenarios is rage from 

0.63 to 1.24 which is very minimum and proved that the presented algorithm 

was able to provide the stable Hit Rate performance across all the scenarios.  

 The simulation Result on Mean Job Execution Time of WiBaC under 

various job scheduling and file access patterns is shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2 Mean Job Execution Time 

 

 The WiBaC algorithm has yielded the better MJET Rate as 23,400 ms in 

Random Job Scheduling and Sequential File Access as the most of the stored 

objects are moved in the appropriate tiers based on the importance value of 

the stored object. However, it yielded a low MJET Rate as 11,630 ms for 

Random Unitary file access pattern with Job Queue job scheduling (Figure-

2). The average MJET of the proposed algorithm is 15,816 ms. The standard 

deviation of the performance for the various scenarios is rage from 3,283 ms 

to 4,677 ms. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

 The Weight Based Cloud Storage Optimization algorithm for cloud 

storage optimization was designed by formulating a weight vector “w” 

empirically. The weight vector was consisted of multi dimensions factors 

which are affecting the performance of the clouds storage. The proposed 

algorithm was simulated in the CloudSim simulator under the various 

simulations scenarios. The results were evaluated through performance 

metrics of Hit Rate and Mean Job Execution Time. The proposed algorithm 

has yielded performance as Hit Rate is 89.6%, MJET is 11,630 ms It is found 

that proposed algorithm accelerated the Hit Rate and Mean Job Execution 

Time (MJET) and stable in performance across the various scenarios of 

experimentation. The future direction of the research work will focus on 

designing optimized algorithms that can perform well in all the file access 

patterns under the various job scheduling algorithms in the cloud storage 

environment.  
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